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POLITICS IN THE FROGS OF ARISTOPHANES. 

THE construction of the Frogs of Aristophanes is of a normal conven- 
tional type. From the appearance of Dionysus in his strange garb, 
appropriate to the patron of a heroic stage run mad on realism, to a 
Dionysus whose wine is new and his bottles old, the customary series of 
comic incidents develops the conventional situation. This introduction 
presents us with the antecedents, the background, and the grouping of a 
comic dispute. viv ryap ,y'o o-o iao' 6 

t•.iyal 
Xcpei X rp, 'py!pyov '&7. The 

contest forms the main part of the drama; and, quite conventionally, it is 
separated from the introduction by a parabasis which offers a mixture of 
serious and comic advice. That the background is the nether world: that 
the disputants are so eminent a pair as Aeschylus and Euripides: that the 
judge is the god of all tragedy and comedy himself, and the chorus blessed 
spirits of the sanctified-all this illumines the old forms with a fresh and 
unrivalled originality. But the mechanical structure is simple and conven- 
tional, as has been said. 

There are indeed certain inconsistencies of plot. In some of them the 
critics find evidence that in its present form the play is a revised edition, 
prepared for the second performance ; others, we are told, are due to a 
change in the whole conception of the drama necessitated by the death of 
Euripides during its composition. These points are discussed by Mr. Rogers 
in his introduction, and in general I do not desire to contradict his 
conclusions. But there is one point, germane to my topic, which must be 
mentioned. When we are told that the conclusion of the poetic contest is 
'a curious jumble '-since the judgment goes in favour 'not necessarily of 
the better tragedian, but of the man who can give the state the wiser 
political counsel,'-we have, I think, a certain confusion of thought; and as I 
shall try to show in the sequel, we are led by too great insistence on mechanical 
detail to ignore a higher consistency of idea which is after all far more 
important. We are apt to forget that the test of a play is the effect not 
upon the analysing reader but upon an audience: I venture to think that in 
the politics of the Frqogs we have a clue to a higher, more artistic unity than 
can be found by the analysis of the structure. 

The literary contest is for the most part and in detail, qua literary 
criticism, pure fun. If any serious-minded person still doubts it, we can 
happily refer him to Dr. Verrall's characteristic, and therefore delightful, 
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250 J. T. SHEPPARD 

treatment of the hXrnv6tov episode in the New Quarterly Reviewz'-though 
some invincibly serious persons find in Dr. Verrall's 'had a bad cold and 
blew his little nose' not so much a defence of Euripides as an unscrupulous 
attack, a damaging attack, on Tennyson! Here, however, I need hardly 
labour the point that in spite of certain shrewd and pertinent thrusts, the 
criticism qua literary criticism is for the most part ludicrous and meant to 
be ludicrous; and that the seriousness, which is felt beneath the fun, rests on 
a contrast ultimately religious and moral. Even here there is an admirable 
lightness of touch. Euripides is not scourged: the exposure of sophistry is 
delicate, almost affectionate. It was not entirely the influence of Mr. Gilbert 
Murray, but also something in the spirit of the drama which left the audience 
on good terms with Euripides at the end of the Oxford performance. 
Aristophanes has succeeded in discrediting sophistry without making us 
hate the memory of the sophist. IHetd is inadequate; but no Athenian can 
have felt less proud of Euripides at the end of the play than he was when he 
entered the theatre. Dionysus is in love with Euripides at the outset: he 
still delights in his cleverness at the end. 'Both are my friends, I can't 
decide between them.' Sophocles had put on mourning for Euripides: the 

people of Athens had surely mourned with him. Contrast the tone of this 

play with that of the Clouds: contrast the affectionate reference to Agathon 
with his treatment in other plays. The criticism of the modern point of 
view is, however, serious and sincere. The effect must have been that the 
audience sympathised with the spirit which is put into sharp contrast with 
it ; not, I think, that they cared less for the memory of the poet, whose works 
both the audience and Aristophanes appear to have known almost by heart. 

But the contrast is sincere and serious. Euripides is the poet of reason 
and, if you will, of sophistry. Aeschylus is the poet of religion. It is 

important to notice the artistic skill with which this identification of 

Aeschylus with religion is made. It has not always been stated with 
sufficient clearness. 

Aeschylus, the child of Eleusis, is the poet of the mysteries. That is 
one great reason why the to~arat are here at all. It is to the Eleusinian 

goddess he prays, 

eltvat /e 
t1•.O o'jV c4I:tov Pvo-T'rqpiw.2 

It is the epithet of the mystic deities that is conferred upon him. 

Compare: 
"Ia/cX', & 

'0oXv i/poet ev '8pta v d0a8e va•wev," 
and "IalXe 7rroXvri•plre, 

p~LXo9 
.oprTv 8-LTOPV eo'p0V, Geipo avvaKoho eOL 4 

with the respectful appeal of Dionysus, 

drrO'Ve o ,ro, O rroXvrirL)T' AlaX e.5 

1 January, 1909. 
2 Line 886. 

3 Line 324; cf. also 337. 
Line 398. 5 Line 851. 
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POLITICS IN THE FROGS OF ARISTOPHANES 251 

And this identification of the spirit of Aeschylus with the religion of 
the mysteries is driven home by a supremely artistic stroke in the mystic 
silence of Aeschylus when he first appears.6 

Di. Aeschylus-why are you silent ? You hear what he says. 
Eur. He'll put on grand airs at first-the pompous trick he used to 

play in all his tragedies. 
Di. Hush, my good fellow-no more irreverence! 

AI. AhrXv'f, T1t a qy( ; . . . 6 oatI6vt" 'vp6Ov, /uL7 ueyaia Xiav X67ye. 
And again the same mystic silence is suggested by the self-satisfied but 

self-condemnatory attack of Euripides on the openings of his dramas: 

He'd bring some single mourner on, seated and veiled, 'twould be 
Achilles, say, or Niobe, the face you could not see,7 

7rpCortora Taiv y7p eva rTvv avl"o ev dycKaeXlac 

'AxtXX6a rtv', 7 NLt6/v, rT 7rpaewrow oV Bxt &tKVVc. 

To which the comment of Dionysus is: 

Ey&7 ' Xatpov T? O-LW7rr, Cat f.e TOUT' rep7r6ev 

o0X ;'r'rov , v.3v ol XaXoiv're1. 

The conflict, then, is religious and moral. But for this very reason it is 
inevitably political. The interest is indeed for us primarily literary. But 
statements, such as are frequently made to the effect that 'in the delicacy of 
the political situation' Aristophanes avoided politics, and chose 'a purely 
literary subject,' are misleading.8 

They imply a distinction, a clear differentiation between the spheres of 
religion, morals, politics, and art which would have been incomprehensible 
to an Athenian even at the end of the fifth century. Aristophanes could not 
conceivably turn from Cleophon o to Euripides with the sense that he was 
turning from the affairs of the state to the affairs of the individual: the 
affairs of the city are the affairs of the gods: the worship of the gods is the 
affair of the city. Religion for Aristophanes is an essential element of 
patriotism, and irreligion means political far more than personal obliquity. 
To say that the new culture has led the citizens away from the pious spirit 
and practice of Aeschylus is to say that the new culture has made the city 
less safe from her enemies. The people a few months before had executed 
their best generals, the victors of Arginusae, in a religious panic. Such a 
people could hardly find 'relief' from the anxieties of politics by turning to 
the consideration of the havoc wrought by irreligious poets in the sanctuary 

Line 832. 
7 Line 911, Mr. Rogers' translation. Notice 

incidentally the reference to Achilles. We 
shall see later that it is not altogether without 
significance. 8 E.g. the late Sir Richard Jebb, essay on 
Sophocles in Essays and Addresses. Dr. Verrall 

in the article already mentioned. 
9 M. Croiset's remarks on the fact that 

Plato competed against Aristophanes with the 
'Cleophon' in this year are notable in this 
connexion (Aristophane et les Partis o Ath'ne, 
p. 244). 
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252 J. T. SHEPPARD 

of the tragic Dionysus himself. It is of course amazing, and it is to their 
eternal glory, that they could laugh with the poet even at their misfortunes. 
Throughout the play we have sinister hints, of what we know from other 
sources and from the sequel was the fact-treachery within the city-Thory- 
cion, Adeimantus, who was to betray his countrymen at Aegospotami, oligarchs 
who cared more for themselves and their power than for Athens-dema- 
gogues, we must add, who though they were no traitors, yet for their own 
ascendancy's sake refused to hear of peace, the only hope for fresh prosperity 
-the allies gone-the money gone-the coinage debased-the food supplies 
in large measure cut off-many citizens suspect and disfranchised: some 
(and among them the greatest of all) in exile-no one in the audience, 
I suppose, who had not lost a father or a brother or a friend by plague 
or battle or by the hemlock: many of them to be among the prisoners whom 
Lysander slaughtered after Aegospotami: none of them, except the traitors, 
who did not know that if Athens yielded he himself would probably die. 

In such a case whither can one turn for relief unless to the goddesses 
who saved the city even though it was burnt to the ground, in the days of 
Salamis: the goddesses whom the conqueror had heard holding their own 
mystic celebrations when their worshippers had been driven out, the 
goddesses of Eleusis, vanquishers of the Persian ? perhaps-but only if we put 
away our sophistries and quibbling impieties-willing to save us also from 
the present enemy, aoTripes 6eot, par excellence 

ao•ipes~l0; 
for the 

individual the givers of a joyful life beyond; and to the city upon whom, as 
on the citizens, the clouds of death were hanging so low, the one great hope 
of possible o-a'rplta 

in this life here. It was by a happy insight that the 
designer of the Oxford programme chose for his symbol of the tragic contest 
the weighing of Persuasion against Death. 

At this point we may recall the famous passage in the ancient life 
of Aristophanes: 'The praise and love which he won from his fellow-citizens 
was above all due to this-that he was zealous to show by his plays the 
freedom of the Athenian state: that it was led in chains of slavery by no 
tyrant, but was rather a democratia, whose people governed themselves in 
freedom. This was why he won praise, and was crowned with a wreath of the 
sacred olive-an honour which is regarded as equal to the golden crown-for 
his well-known words in the Frogs about the a7sTt?ot, 

Tpv LEpoV XopOv bcatov 
w'oxxah XPo-rn Ta 

7r0,EL ov1iapa 
IVvet. 

It is unnecessary to cite the words in the ancient argument in which, it 
will be remembered, we are told on the authority of Dicaearchus that it was 
the appeal of the parabasis to drop old enmities and suspicions and to 
enfranchise the disfranchised, which secured the play the honour of a 
second representation. It was for patriotic statesmanship that the poet 
received the wreath of Athene's olive. 

10 It is protitalle to follow o(rEL1', 
•r 

a n'p, aworpla throughout the play. 
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POLITICS IN THE FROGS OF ARISTOPHANES 253 

If I have succeeded in making myself clear, I think I shall be permitted 
to assume that the Athenians had not left behind their politics and their 
anxieties for the city when they came to witness the performance of this play. 
Let me now go further and say that the most important clue for the artistic 
appreciation of the play is to be found in the thoughts which must have been 
in Athenian minds when Xanthias and his donkey first appeared. The 
Athenians were thinking not merely of the gods who might yet save their 
city, not merely of the possibility of enlisting for the struggle all the discon- 
tented and suspected-they were thinking, we may be sure, of their exiles, 
and above all of their greatest exile, Alcibiades. Plutarch tells us how even 
after all was lost 'they looked upon their second quarrel with Alcibiades as 
the greatest of all their errors. They had cast him off without any offence 
of his: their anger had been grounded upon the ill conduct of his lieutenant, 
in losing a few ships, and their own conduct had been worse in depriving the 
commonwealth of the most excellent and valiant of all its generals, yet 
amidst their present misery there was one slight glimpse of hope that while 
Alcibiades survived Athens could not be utterly undone.' Can we doubt 
that in these earlier times, when Athens was straining every resource to 
preserve herself alive, the most urgent of all questions for the Athenians was 
the question of Alcibiades-can we be reconciled to him-would he be 
willing to come back: if he were willing could we so humble ourselves as to 
beg his aid-would the gods approve and save us; or would they make him a 
curse to us, as indeed he has sometimes been in the past ? 7roO8eZ e'v, 

eXOapeoL 
8., 

/ov36Xe~ratL ' xetLv is in fact the clue to the whole policy of the 
Frogs. 

To resume: we have tried to show that a religious and moral discussion 
could not have been felt by the audience as essentially non-political-but 
rather would be felt to concern Tar• •ya'ra 7•q; 7r•'co(. We know that the 
actual Athenian audience was above all things impressed by the political appeal 
of the 7rap/p3ao-t;. And we have the word of Aristophanes as well as the 
general probability of the case to tell us that Alcibiades was in the minds of 
the Athenians, 'Tell us of Alcibiades... 7.rdXto ya7p vO-roI/c .. It is worth while to read again the noble lines in which the appeal is 
made, and to consider whether any man in the audience would have failed to 
think of Alcibiades when he heard (ostensibly of the disfranchised citizens) 
(I quote Mr. Murray), 1. 697 :-- 

But remember these men also, your own kinsmen, sire and son, 
Who have ofttimes fought besides you, spilt their blood on many seas: 
Grant for that one fault the pardon which they crave you on their knees. 
You whom nature made for wisdom, let your vengeance fall to sleep; 
Greet as kinsmen and Athenians, burghers true to win and keep, 
Whosoe'er will brave the storms and fight for Athens at your side ! 

r..vravTa alvpXrourVX 
EK OVyyEveit Kfrrlocoa'a 

KcLrrrIoL7qOV? Kat rroX&TaC 
OOrt9 av •vvvaV/LaX77. 

E 
• r 

" TaVGT 
•yKaOiJSEO 

a 
KazrrooeFlvVVoVOL8a, 

H.S. VOL. XXX. S 
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254 J. T. SHEPPARD 

777v rr'Xiv, 
al 

Ta' 
^ 

'"" " • 
Xt 

'" 
VrVTn a EXOVTKvaTOV ayCevaXat, 

rrp@ Xp'•vy rror' at;6 , Cspove-v o 0 o!epv. 
Let us, if you will, say that there is here no hint of exiles or of Alcibiades. 

In the Antepirrhema-when, as Mr. Rogers points out, the chorus is 
emboldened, the audience just styled (P66-et o-itraroT have become avoi-ro4, 
-the reference is clearer (727):- 

Even so, our sterling townsmen, nobly born and nobly bred n- 

TcWv 'rOko-oXur W ) O8' ,Lev tlapEv evryevev ;Ka a-cb4 fpovaw 
ivipact b'vra4 ;cal Stcalov Kat K cacaXoL re cKaryauov4, 

icat 
rpape.v 

Ta 7v raXaalOrrpat i Kat XopoP0 icaL /ovotL.KI, 
7rpova-eXoVk/V, 

and so on. 

Even now, O race demented, there is time to change your ways; 
Use once more what's worth the using. If we 'scape, the more the 

praise 
That we fought our fight with wisdom; or if all is lost for good, 
Let the tree on which they hang us be at least of decent wood. 

Xp?1Te Tro^q XP)pTroitotv ai5OLt. at Karoploao-trat yhp 
eiXo7ov. Liav rT 4t X qr7' el ?? lov yovo 

v70T o Xov, 
?)V TL icat 7raaoQ7Te, 7rao-yetv TOV caobotq &oicT-ETe. 

After that we are not surprised that the first words of the farcical scene 
which follows are Ni rbv Ala, r v Oo-wrCpa. 

If you still doubt that Alcibiades was in the mind of the audience who 

applauded these lines, consider by whose mouth the parabasis is spoken. The 

speakers are the initiated. By songs and dances they have presented not, I 

think, a precise and realistic representation either of the greater or of the 
lesser mysteries-such a precise reproduction as is sometimes imagined would 
have been in accordance neither with piety nor with the recognized methods of 
Greek art-rather they have given suggestions which have filled the mind with 

thoughts of all the sacredness and solemnity of the most holy Eleusinia.12 If 

nothing had been said or thought of Alcibiades before, this spectacle must 
have suggested his name. The weightiest reason for the rejection of 
Alcibiades was his suspected impiety: he had been exiled first under the 

suspicion of a violation of those very mysteries: the weightiest reason for 

supposing that he now might save the state was that he had made his peace 

11 Mr. Rogers. 
12 Professor Tucker has argued convincingly, 

I think, against the pedantry which would 
make the chorus represent all the stages of the 
autumnal procession from Athens to Eleusis. 
But his argument is weaker when he attempts 
to show that the festival at Agrae alone is 

suggested. Spring-time and flowers are per- 

petual for the initiate in the other world. 
'Where is this meadow ?' asks Professor Tucker 

(Introduction, p. xxix) on 1. 325. The answer 
is not 'at Agrae'-but <oPvOLcopd80os &~I 
AesM 

•Ceoar 
RWpodTrrovY abrov. The difficulty of a 

theory of exact representation is shown by 
Professor Tucker's note on 1. 445. 
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POLITICS IN THE FROGS OF ARISTOPHANES 255 

with the goddesses. Who could have seen this chorus without thinking of 
the day of his return (in 408) when the Eumolpidae and the herald had 
taken off the execrations which they had pronounced against him, and when 
Theodorus, the chief of the Eumolpidae said 'for his part he had never 
denounced any curse against him, if he had done no injury to the common- 
wealth'? Who can have failed to think of the greater day when as strategos 
he had 'taken the priests and the persons initiated and those who had the 

charge of initiating others, and coming down with his forces, led them on in 

great order and profound silence, exhibiting in the march a spectacle so 

august and venerable, that those who did not envy him declared he had 

performed not only the office of a general but of a high priest.13' 
There were many who envied him: demagogues who were jealous of so 

great a rival: oligarchs who were the friends of Sparta: men like Cleophon 
on the one hand, and on the other Adeimantus, the traitor of Aegospotami, 
both of whom are attacked in the play.14 

Such men had still the power and will to play upon the religious 
sentiment of Athenians and so keep Alcibiades under suspicion. That is 

why Aristophanes must go to work so carefully, suggesting throughout the 

play but only in the final scene announcing in so many words through the 
mouth of Aeschylus that in his opinion Alcibiades should be recalled. A 
sinner, he says, in effect-I admit it; but what great amends he made. And 
are we not all sinners too--with our love of sophistry and with the impiety 
it means.15 Turn from your sophistries, yes-but make friends with others 
who have also made their blunders. In his youth we know that Alcibiades 
was the friend of Socrates-but we have it on the testimony of Xenophon 
that his absorption in politics led to his estrangement from his master. It is 

probable that the suspicion which attached to all followers of that greatest of 
the sophists was the reason for the estrangement. 

But it is possible to show in clearer detail how these considerations help 
us to understand the atmosphere of the play. The clues are death and 
sophistry: 

o•0rypia 
and disaster due to impiety: the goddesses as o0Tri7pE4- 

Alcibiades as o-tpqaXov--the sinner restored to the favour of the goddesses 
he has offended. Take first a small point: the words of Dionysus, 1. 71. I 
want a genuine poet:- 

For some are gone, and those we have are bad, 

o0 pev ayhp oVKET &660V, Ot OVTl 69 K , 

words in themselves suggestive of the desolation of the city at this time. But 

13 Langhorne, Plutarch. Professor Tucker 
objects to the ' current theory that Athens was 
exulting over the exploit of Alcibiades,' and 

points out, with admirable humour, that 'people 
do not exult over a thing which they managed 
to do the year before last, but which they have 
been unable to do last year.' It is, of course, 
not a question of 'exulting over the exploit.' 

Simply the representation of the Initiate at a 
time when Alcibiades is in the popular mind is 
enough. 

14 See especially the closing scene, 11. 1504- 
1513. 

15 This consideration explains the comparative 
mildness of the attack on Euripides to which I 
have referred above. 

s2 
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256 J. T. SHEPPARD 

the scholiast tells us (he is quoted by Mr. Rogers) that the line is from the 
Oeneus of Euripides. Diomed addresses the deposed and exiled king: 

Cb 3' (3' co prtptoi •ravptdyXc J6rdX-Xvoat ; 
to which the answer is:- 

01 pEv ap oicK'eT eloLv, o01 ' ovTe9 KcaKol. 

In the present case the situation is reversed. It is the city which i30' 'pynuov 
av'dAXov & ,r6XXv-rat. 

Is it not again Alcibiades whom the chorus seem to address, when in the 
contest, after their great appeal has been spoken, they turn to Aeschylus with 
the words rdT(e p\v Xeva-oaete, alt&p' 'AXtXXev,16 the words of the desperate 
Myrmidons begging their lingering chieftain, offended like Alcibiades, 
essential to victory like Alcibiades, to lead them into battle:- 

Ta3Ed ,L eV XeV,0'eLSt, 4a&,L(o' 'AXtXXEiG, 

0optXvdurv7ovq %avarv IXlov9 

EtoW KXLccLaqt 7rpo7rwei7cc(0 ? 

Pass on to the judgment of the prologues and notice how Aeschylus selects 
of all his plays the Choephoroe to quote-the play which, as I think the late 
Dr. Headlam was the first to point out, is full of allusions to the mysteries 17 
-and notice how each word tells s18: 

'Epp' Xofve, 

raTrp, 

EA7TO7rTEVV 

icpar--(7ro7rTrevcov, 

a mystic word), 
CeOTp 7YEvo0 E oLt V•/•/ppax6o 

7' abTov)CV. 
71cW yap ye ijyv 7817VE Ica i TcaePXO1LaL. 

Here we have crammed into three lines, death, mysteries, oTw-rypa, 
o-vpiuaXoq, and the return of an exile. There is some excellent fooling about 
the first line-then Aeschylus repeats again the second and the third. To 
which Euripides:- 

(3c rawro'v ' et7rev ooqc5j AioXvXoq. 
On literary grounds the defence of Aeschylus is neither necessary nor 

amusing :-- 
tEXetv yap E9 ryiiv eCTO 0T7(jt)ELE? 7Tfl-pap 
bev7WZ 8' 'az7p 77K?E TE Kat 

KaTEpX•7at. 
And Euripides retorts:- 

o01) (/Yl ) V '7OpUY T'iV caTCXOELZJ o0~Ie"8' 
XaOpa /yap ?l7Xev, ob rrTO8 70Vo9 Kvplov9. 

It is no longer for the Athenians to wait till Alcibiades sues for pardon 
-they must themselves take the initiative and pass a measure restoring his 

high honours and inviting him to return. 
I have spoken of a reference to Achilles earlier in the play. If what I 

suggested seemed fanciful, let me now point out how the lines of Aeschylus 
which are produced by Euripides at 1264 begin with: 

16 Line 991. 17 Class. Rev. 1903, p. 248. 18 Line 1126. 
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POLITICS IN THE FROGS OF ARISTOPHANES 257 

It'T ' 
AXtXeiv, 71 wor' av8po8•iU7rov a KOOdv, 

iC, Kdroov, ob 7VrEXadt(v r6' dpwydv ; 
Lord of Phthia, Achilles, why, hearing the hero dividing, 

Hah ! smiting! approachest thou not to the rescue ? 

And that four times the refrain recurs:- 

17j, IdcK7ov, o rVedXaOte9 '" 6apowydv. 

Turn next to the weighing of line against line. The first pair appears 
to me to be introduced merely as an excuse for the silly jest of Dionysus- 
but the second pair has long been felt to be full of meaning. 

No shrine of persuasion save reasoned argument:- 

ob6cTt Ie• Te o3 
•lepv 

ah o 
"rrXlv Xdoyo0. 

Euripides has placed persuasion in the scale, the weightiest of all his 

goods. 
Death the only god who cares not for gifts, 

odLvo0 y 66v hap dvaro9 oi wppopv dp , 

is the retort; and the sequel known to the audience is this:- 

OiTa' ivTt OVCov OVT Eo7f•rTrrEV8COV avotq, 
0~' 3ct),L do'0tv, oz & ? 7rat 

ETat, 

ph?vou llHetO~e 8atptptvwv aTroo-TraT't. 

Sacrifice and libations avail not with death: death has no altar, and no 

paean: death is the one god whom persuasion troubles not. 

Persuasion and argument and reason are specious; but death is the 

supreme fact of which reason has nothing to tell. Another reference to 
Achilles. And death again-death and war-is the reply to the 'iron- 

clamped mace,' which Euripides next puts into the scale. 

p/' .pLaTrov qyp ap/tia Icat veKpO vEKcpdO, 
"trrOt &8' 76'0O'trotq av capppTreCvOpEVo 
Chariot on chariot, dead on dead, horse upon horse, con- 

fusedly heaped. 

At last comes the final contest: 

y7 KarcPXOov Tdr nrortqrv (says Dionysus)-roi Xdpv ; 
7' w7 TrXt9 o'•wOe'a ToVi qopo c' aTy. 

And the test is to be advice to the 
.city-first 

about Alcibiades-and 
now for the first time he is mentioned by name. 

19 Reference to Achilles in 11. 912, 991, 1264, 
1400 ; cf. Plutarch, Alcibiades, xxiii, 203 'Ev 

-yoOv 
7• 

Aa6EsaLLovL 7rps ~w' ~ Qwe• v eLrELev 'ob 

7ra7s 'AxtXXows, &AA' •Ievos ;l E &t abr&ds' . . . . 
(of Alcibiades). 
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258 J. T. SHEPPARD 

Euripides speaks truth-no one can deny that he is right. Aristophanes 
must admit the case against the exile :- 

Lto1 r7roXirT7v oOTtS (otebeiv X rr aTpav 

,3pa3b ,Vz7-Ueolce, ,teyaXa 83 3X 
a`rTatv 

Taxv(?, 
Kat 

7r6pt/.ov 
aVTt), 7 

•7TrXet 
' dLtjXavov. 

Woe on the burgher who to serve his state 
Is slow, but swift to do her deadly hate, 
With much wit for himself, and none for her. 

AI. e• r' 41 Ioa-HSto oi8 36 - -riva yvwtorv pept ; 

Aeschylus replies o; Xp\ XE7ovTov atcIKvov dv 7rdh t Trpdtv. There is 
no need to omit the line. Perhaps there was surprise in the theatre when it 
was spoken: perhaps the audience had expected at once the advice to recall 
the exile: probably the enemies of Alcibiades applauded. 

But Aeschylus sternly begins again:- 

'.aXtO-Ta / 
v X6ovra 

.v 
'v 7rdXet Tpe"6tv, 

S8' EdcTpafp- 7L, To0iL 7Tprot 
,V7rypereT•v 

and again, at once, vr r7 TO\ la To\v CoTopa.20 
The play is done. The advice is given, we may go off in patriotic 

generalities and admirable Euripidean jests-but there remains the final pro- 
cession when the torches of the mystics are lighted, and the victorious poet 
is conducted to the upper world amid the strains of his own music. 

)aLVETE T roVU V VeiV roVTO 

XarJtwara tpa9x, Xa/~-a 7rrpoQ7eirreTEE 

TOiv ro roVU ToVTrov LXheOt 
ical p~oXrraio'tv KeXaaoVVTre. 

On Pluto's address: iye 8~7 xaipwv, AluXL'Xe, XUCpeL, caK O' e 
worXtV, r•7V 

?7/ETerpav yvClat, dyaLOaiq, the remark of the Scholiast, 'because Attica 

belongs to Demeter and Persephone,' is not so far-fetched as the editors 
think. It is a scene whose setting and whose phrases alike recall the great 
conclusion of the Eumenides-that glorious triumph of a united Athens, 
when, as Dr. Headlain showed,21 the Erinyes have taken the scarlet robe of 
the Metoecs and have become the kindly guardians of the citadel, that scene 
which Dr. Verrall expounded as the counterpart of a general reconciliation in 
the political world of Cimon and Pericles. It is a fitting conclusion to such 

20 On 1. 1434 Professor Tucker writes 
'commentators have naturally been at a loss to 
decide which has spoken oa-Js, or rather which 
has not ' I think that in the circumstances the 
audience would feel no doubt at all. Euripides, 
the oo(ps, has made a remark which is highly 

characteristic, and, asc a piece of practical advice, 

quite unsatisfying. The advice of Aeschylus is 

oa~is, clear and good. It makes clear what the 
whole play has hinted. 

21 J.H.S. vol. xxvi. Pt. II, 1906, p. 268. 
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POLITICS IN THE FROGS OF ARISTOPHANES 259 

a play, and a worthy symbol of the greatness of dying Athens-dying 
happily only, like the blessed initiate, to live again in the not less wonderful 
Athens of Plato. 

J. T. SHEPPARD. 

Dr. Verrall has kindly communicated the following note:- 

Frogs 1167-8. 

That the allusion here is political, I quite agree; and I think it possible 
to make a plausible guess at the facts in view. Suppose a vote to have been 
passed extending some grace to such exiles, or such exiles of some particular 
class, as had 'returned' (Kar'TiXov or the like) by a specified date. Such a 
vote, unless very carefully worded, might easily raise important disputes of 
interpretation. Was the 'return' signified a return in fact or a return in 
law ? Obviously many persons legally banished must have been resident by 
permission (rL86vTe9 "ro Kvpiov9), and many more by the ignorance or 
connivance of authority. Were these last within the meaning of the 
supposed grace ? This might well be a very delicate and difficult question. 
Aristophanes, as Mr. Sheppard's paper shows, would certainly be for the more 
liberal interpretation. This I take him to indicate by putting the argument 
for the narrower (and probably sounder) construction into the mouth of 
Euripides and making Dionysus dismiss it as a quibble: 'A clever interpre- 
tation indeed ! But what you mean, I do not understand.' 

A. W. VERRALL. 
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